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Kalarippayattu is the indigenous martial art of Kerala and is known 
to be in practice for more than five hundred years. it has been preserved 
for many centuries following the tradition of guru-s`is/ya parampara=. 
True to the tradition, the generations of Gurus are worshipped 
symbolized by the pa=duka=  placed at the Guruthara in every Kalari. 
Kalarippayattu is a wholistic art that not only knows how to hurt the 
other but also knows how to heal. This unique combination makes 
it a complete science and hence it is regarded as the ‘mother of all 
martial arts’. The martial training aims at the overall development of 
an individual beginning from physical strength, mental balance and 
progressing to spiritual upliftment. it forms, as it were, a path guided 
by the tradition to lead a complete life. 

The practice of Kalarippayattu in cities and its partial application in 
visual arts has often led to the notion that it is not more than a physical 
fitness workout and worse, it is often classified as a performing art. 

observing these aberrations, i felt it is imperative to explain the true 
depth of Kalarippayattu as found even today in traditional training 
centres in Kerala. i carry forward that tradition with the same spirit in 
my teaching in Chennai. 

This book attempts to provide a general outline of the teaching and 
learning of this martial art, specifically to the students of  Kalarippayattu. 
it is presented in thirteen chapters supported by photographs taken 
during various occasions from 1994 to 2011 by different photographers. 
The first three chapters are more of an introduction to the martial 
form tracing it  from the Pura=n/as, the legend of Paras`ura=ma, whose 
life is commonly associated with the origin of Kerala state and very 
importantly with the origin of Kalarippayattu. The second chapter 
deals with a historical account of warfare extending to an introduction 
to the northern Style Kalarippayattu in the third chapter. The chapters 
four to six deal with the principles of construction of a Kalari and 
the eligibility criteria of a Kalari student. The actual sequential Kalari 
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training is discussed in chapters seven to ten. The eleventh chapter 
endeavours to capture the elevation as it were, for a Kalari student who 
graduates into the secret knowledge of Kalarippayattu. it deals with 
the importance of meditation or upa=sana=. The twelfth chapter deals 
with the Science of Marma, the central principle of Kalarippayattu, 
followed by Marma Vidya= or Kalari Treatment in the last chapter. 
Thus, it is a concise presentation of the tradition of Kalarippayattu. 

The terms in Sanskrit and Malayalam are given in italics with diacritical 
marks. a key to transliteration and pronunciation is provided in the 
beginning as found in the publications of Ramakrishna Mutt. The 
words in Malayalam with the vowels i (e) and u that are long are 
written as ‘ee’ and ‘oo’ respectively to facilitate pronunciation. The 
Glossary at the end provides meaning for some of the important words 
used in Kalari training which are in Malayalam. Select Bibliography 
gives a list of books consulted for shaping the present book. 

i take this opportunity to pay my respects to my revered Guru 
Shri E.P. Vasudevan Gurukkal, Kaduthuruthy, Kerala. he is a teacher 
par excellence who always insisted that one should discriminate 
- question - and examine (samshayikkiya - chodyam cheiyuka - 
parikshikya) throughout the learning process of this martial art. his  
quest and commitment in this martial art has motivated many young 
minds in the villages of Kerala and i happen to be one among them. 
he directed me to Chandralekha, Dancer-Choreographer to be part 
of her creative productions in Chennai. She communicated her deep 
love towards this ancient martial and healing art form through her  
innovations. imbued with an intense desire for the spread of 
Kalarippayattu she encouraged me to impart this knowledge in her 
premises. here, i remember Chandra through the words of my 
Guru, “Chandra, thus attained ‘gurusthanam’ in kalari and will be 
acknowledged as one of its revered mothers.”   

shaji K john
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key to transliteration and PronunCiation 

SoUnDS aS in

A A a o in son
Aa B a= ah!
# C i e
$ Cu i= ee
% D u u in full
^ Du u= oo in boot
\ E r/ ri
@ G e e in bed
@e sF ai y in my
Aae Hm o oh
AaE Hu au ow in now
k I ka k
o J kha ckh in blockhead
g K ga g

L gha gh in log-hut
M n? ng

c N ca ch (not k)
D O cha chh in catch him
j P ja j
H Q jha dgeh in hedgehog
| R n# n (somewhat)
q S t/ t
Q T t/ha th in ant-hill

SoUnDS aS in

f U d/ d
F V d/ha dh in godhead
[ W n/ n
t X ta French t
w Y tha th in thumb
d Z da th in then
x [ dha theh in breathe here
n \ n n
p ] pa p
) ^ pha ph in loop-hole
b _ ba b
É ` bha bh in abhor
m a m m
y b y y
r c r r
l e l l
v h v w
z i s` sh
; j s/ shh (almost)
s k s s
h l h h
< m? ng
> h/ half h
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The Legend of Paras`ura=ma

…muin< dIÝtpaexnm!,  
A<savs´przu< jqavLklxair[m!.

gaErmi¶izoakar< tejsa ÉaSkraepmm!,  
]ÇaNtkrm]ae_y< vpu:mNtimva[Rvm!.

NySts<k…ictaxan< kale ÷t÷taznm!,  
i¬Ú< iÇ;v[aMÉaeiÉra*< devgué< ywa.

svTsa< xenuka< ñeta< haemxukœ kamdaehnam!,  
]Irari[< k;Rma[< mheNÔigirgaecrm!.

…ÉagRv< rammasIn< mNdrSw< ywa rivm!.

harivam?s`a (Vis/n/u Parva), 39, 21-25

 

Paras`ura=ma, the sixth incarnation of Vis/n/u, 
descended on the request of Mother Earth 
who appeared before him in the form of a 
cow bemoaning the atrocities of the wicked 
ks/atriya kings, says the Brahma=n/d/a Pura=n/a.1 
according to the nr/sim?ha Pura=n/a, Vis/n/u 
lying on the milk-ocean was eulogized by 
the sages to relieve them from the cruel 
ks/atriyas on earth.2 The purpose of this 
incarnation is also described in the Vanaparva 
of the Maha=bha=rata. The ks/atriya king 
Ka=rtavi=rya=rjuna endowed with great power 
1 See Pura=n/ic Encyclopaedia of Vettam Mani, p.568

2 pura devg[EivR:[u> Stut> ]IraedxaE n&p,  
nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.2  
przuram #it Oyat> svRlaeke;u s àÉu>, Êòana< in¢h< 
ktuRmvtI[aeR mhItle. nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.3

i
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and wealth, was creating havoc for devas, yaks/as and r/s/is.3 The afflicted 
devas and r/s/is approached Vis/n/u for protection4 and pleaded  with him 
to vanquish Ka=rtavi=rya for the benefit of all beings.5 Vis/n/u consulted 
indra for the course of action to destroy Ka=rtavi=rya.6 Vis/n/u as (Paras`u) 
Ra=ma was born to jamadagni (and Ren/uka=) as their fifth son.7 

once Ka=rtavi=rya, the son of Kr/tavi=rya who became a great emperor 
by the grace of Datta=treya,8 visited the hermitage of jamadagni.9 
astonished by the hospitality shown by jamadagni towards him 
and his army, Ka=rtavi=rya’s minister discovered that it was possible 
because of the greatness of the divine cow. he then wanted to seize 
it. The minister forcibly took away the cow from jamadagni.10 When 

3 mmdR devan! y]a<í \;I—íEv smNtt>, ÉUta<íEv s sva¡Stu pIfyamas svRt>. 
Maha=bha=rata, Vanaparva, 115.14

4  ttae deva> smeTya÷\R;yí mhaìta>, devdev< surair¹< iv:[u< sTypra³mm!.  
Maha=bha=rata, Vanaparva, 115.15

5 Égvn! ÉUtr]awRmjuRn< jih vE àÉae, Maha=bha=rata, Vanaparva, 115.16

6 ttStu Égvan! dev> z³e[ sihtStda, katRvIyRivnazaw¡ mÙyamas Éart. 
Maha=bha=rata, Vanaparva, 115.17

7 ….. jmd¶e> sutae=Évt!, nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.2;  
…… ji}re rampÂma>, Maha=bha=rata, Vanaparva, 116.4

8 k«tvIyRsut> ïIman! katRvIyaeR=Évt! pura, dÄaÇey< smaraXy c³vitRTvmaÝvan!.  
nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.4

9 s kdaicNmhaÉagae jmdGNyaïm< yyaE, nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.5 

10  ….. ta< blaÏ¯Tva netu< mÙI àc³me. nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.26

he was stopped by jamadagni and Ren/uka=, the minister killed the 
sage.11 hearing the lamentation of his mother, Paras`ura=ma entered the 
hermitage.12 Consoling her, he took a vow that he shall kill the wicked 
Ka=rtavi=rya and his minister.13 Further he proclaimed that since his 
mother wept beating her chest twenty-one times he would go around 
the world twenty-one times to get rid of the ks/atriyas.14 

Paras`ura=ma  undertook severe penance in order to obtain the powers 
to fulfill his vow. S~iva being pleased by the devotion of Paras`ura=ma 
promised to give what he desired.15  he received the brilliant axe from 
S~iva.16 Brahma=n/d/a Pura=n/a further  gives a list of weapons received by 
Paras`ura=ma from S~iva.17 

11 pun> sÉayR> s muinvaRryamas sa gta, ttae mÙI suÊòaTma muin< hTva tu t< n&p.  
nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.27

12 tCD&{vÚagtae ramae g&hItprzuStda, nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.30

13 hin:yaim ÊracarmjuRn< ÊòmiÙ[m!, nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.31

14 TvyEkiv<zvare[ ySmaTk…i]í taifta, iÇSsÝk«TvStSmaÄu hin:ye Éuiv paiwRvan!.  
nr/sim?hapura=n/a, 46.32

15 tv Éi´Éavt> àIt> àd*a< Évtae mnaegtm!,  
Brahma=n/d/apura=n/a, Madhyama Bha=ga, 158.35

16  tae;yitva mhadev< pvRte gNxmadne, Aôai[ vryamas przu< caittejsm!.  
Maha=bha=rata, S~a=ntiparva, 49.33

17 tweTyu®va tt> z<Éu> Aôzôa{yze;t>, ddaE ramay suàIt> smÙai[ ³maÚ&p. 
sàyaegm! ss<harmô¢am< ctuivRxm!, àsadaiÉmuoae ram< ¢ahyamas z<kr>. 
As<gveg< zuæañ< suXvj< c rwaeÄmm!, #;uxI ca]yzraE ddaE ramay z<kr>. 
AÉe*mjr< idVy< †FJy< ivjy< xnu>, svRzôsh< icÇ< kvc< c mhaxnm!. 
AjeyTv< c yuÏe;u zaEy¡ caàitm< Éuiv, SveCDya xar[e zi´< àa[ana< c nraixp. 
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Paras`ura=ma, the master of Dhanurveda was brilliant like fire with divine 
weapons.18  he went around the world twenty-one times destroying the 
ks/atriyas and he collected their blood in Samantapan#caka lake.19  he 
offered the blood collected in these five lakes, called Samantapan#caka 
to his fore-fathers.20 The five lakes were also known as ‘lake of 
(Paras`u) Ra=ma’.21 R/cika, the fore-father appeared and said that the 
pitr/s were pleased and granted a boon to Paras`ura=ma.22 Paras`ura=ma 
asked himself to be released from the sins incurred by the destruction 
of the  ks/atriyas and requested that the five pools of blood be declared 
as holy.23 he then performed the as`vamedha ya=ga and at the end of the 

Oyait< c bIjmÙe[ tÚaça svRlaEikkIm!, tp>àÉav< c mhTàddaE ÉagRvay s>.  
Brahma=n/d/a Pura=n/a, (Madhyama bha=ga), 25.36 and 38 to 43.

18 svRiv*aNtg< ïeó< xnuveRdSy pargm!, ram< ]iÇyhNtar< àdIÝimv pavkm!.  
Maha=bha=rata, S~a=ntiparva, 49.32 
s ramSy xnuveRd< idVyaNyôai[ cEv h, Maha=bha=rata, a+diparva, 129.52

19 iÇ>sÝk«Tv> p&iwvI— k«Tva in>]iÇya< àÉu>, SymNtpÂke c³e zaei[taedaNÿdaÚv. 
Bha=gavata Maha=pura=n/a, 9.16.19

20 s te;u éixraMÉ>su ÿde;u ³aexmUiDRt>, ipt¨n! s<tpRyamas éixre[eit n> ïutm!. 
Maha=bha=rata a+diparva, 2.5

21 AmI ramÿda> pÂ †ZyNte pawR Ërt>, Maha=bha=rata, S~a=ntiparva, 48.8

22 AwcIRkadyae=_yeTy iptrae rammäuvn!, ram ram mhaÉag àIta> Sm tv ÉagRv. 
Anya ipt&É®ya c iv³me[ tv àÉae, vr< v&[I:v ÉÔ< te yimCDis mha*ute.  
Maha=bha=rata, a+diparva, 2.6-7

23 yid me iptr> àIta y*nu¢aýta miy, y½ rae;aiÉÉUten ]ÇmuTsaidt< mya. 
Atí papaNmuCye=hme; me àaiwRtae vr>, ÿdaí tIwRÉUta me ÉveyuÉuRiv ivïuta>.   
Maha=bha=rata, a+diparva, 2.8-9

ya=ga gave away everything as part of daks/in/a=.24 he gave away all the 
land that he acquired in the battle against the ks/atriyas. The land to 
the eastern direction was given to the hotr/s, the land to the south was 
given to Brahma=, the land to the west was given to the adhvaryus and 
to that of north to the Udga=tr/s. all the other land in between was given 
away to Sage Kas`yapa.25 he was then directed by Kas`yapa to move 
to the south. a land emerged from the ocean which was known as 
S~u=rpa=raka which was known as another world.26 The text harivam?s`a 
says, with the speed of the bow he pushed the ocean behind and the 
extent to which the arrow fell, to that extent the land emerged which 
was established as S~u=rpa=raka city.27 

Pura=n/ic lore, the local legends and chronicles of Kerala28 describe the 
emergence of land from the waters. it is believed that Paras`ura=ma, the 

24 di][amñmexaNte Maha=bha=rata, S~a=ntiparva, 49.64

25 ddaE àacI— idz< haeÇe äü[e di][a< idzm!, AXvyRve àtIcI— vE %ÌaÇe %Ära< idzm!.  
ANye_yae=vaNtridz> kZypay c mXyt>, Bha=gavata Maha=pura=n/a, 9.16.21-22 
ihr{y< mm y½aNydœ vsu ik<icidh iSwtm!, äaü[e_yae mya dÄ< svRmett! tpaexn. 
twEvey< xra devI sagraNta spÄna, kZypay mya dÄa k«Tõa ngrmailnI.  
Maha=bha=rata, a+diparva, 129.61-62

26 gCD tIr< smuÔSy di][Sy mhamune, Maha=bha=rata, S~a=ntiparva, 49.65 
tt> zUpaRrk< dez< sagrStSy inmRme, shsa jamdGNySy sae=praNtmhItlm!. 
Maha=bha=rata, S~a=ntiparva, 49.66-67

27 Tvya saykvegen i]Ýae ÉagRv sagr>, #;upaten ngr< k«t< zUpaRrk< Tvya.  
harivam?s`a, 39.29

28 See Keralolpatti: The origin of Malabar, Published by Pfleiderer & Riehm, 
Mangalore, 1868. 
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master of Dhanurveda, taught the martial art to the people of this land 
for self-protection. Thus, Kalarippayattu, the ingenious martial art 
form of Kerala traces its divine origin to Paras`ura=ma. There is a song 
in Malayalam that eulogises the glory of Paras`ura=ma and his feats, it 
describes the divine origin of the land, the establishment of 108 kalaris 
and his instruction to twenty-one gurus on the art of destruction of 
enemies.

“] tÃm ]cipcmaalÀjn 

\qänAdp]¯nbmdpImXwþ

`qanbpw ISvtemSp hm§nbmdp,

\qänF«p {]XnjvTbpwsNbvXq

s]m¶pw Ieiwh¨p `qanX³þ

Cf¡w Xocv¯q,

i{Xp kwlmc¯n\mbv \mev]¯nþ

ct mfw Ifcnbpw h¨vþ

\ÃmVrcs¡m ph¶p Ifcnþ

bnÂ ]qPmZnIÄ sN¿n¨p

{]XnjvTbpw Igo¸n¨vþ

aqthgpCcp]¯nH¶p

KpcpI³amÀ¡mbnþ

i{XpkwlmchnZyIÄþ

D]tZin¨p

A\p{Klns¨mcp k{¼Zmbs¯þ

sNmÃp¶phgnt]mse”

pan/d/allo paras`ura=ma maharishi 
nootiaruvattia=ruka=dam 

bhoomiyum kad/alod/uva=n?giya=m 
nootiyettu pratis/t/hayum cheidu 

ponnum kalasam vecchu bhu=midan- 
 ilakkam teerthu 

s`atrusamha=ratina=yin na=lpatti- 
rendolam kalariyum vecchu- 

nallathire kond/uvandu 
kalariyil pooja=digal cheiyyicchu 

pratis/t/hayum kazhippicchu- 
moovezhu irupattionnu gurukanma=rka=yi- 

s`atrusam?ha=ra vidyakal- 
upadesicchu 

anugrahicchoru samprada=yatte 
chollunnu vazhipole.29

29 Mullassery, Prassannan G., Kalarippayattum Kaiya=mkaliyum, (Malayalam), 
Kodungallur,1965. p.43
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The earliest history of warfare is found 
recorded in the Dhanurveda, an Upaveda to 
the Yajurveda. The works on Dhanurveda 
such as Va=sis/t/ha Dhanurveda, Vis`va=mitra 
Dhanurveda, ja=madagni Dhanurveda, 
Vais`ampa=yana Dhanurveda, Sada=s`iva 
Dhanurveda etc., are available. other related 
works on warfare available are S~ukrani=ti=, 
ni=tipraka=s`ika=, Yuktikalpataru etc. 

in Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, the 
science of warfare is taught by Vasis/t/ha to 
Vis`va=mitra, where Vasis/t/ha recalls the secret 
teaching of Dhanurvidya= as given by Sada=s`iva 
to Paras`ura=ma.30 according to ni=tipraka=s`ika=, 

30  ya< srhSyxnuivR*a< ÉgvaNsdaizv> przuramayaevac 

Brahma= composed Dhanurveda with 
1,00,000 chapters.31 Vais`ampa=yana presents 
the same subject briefly in eight chapters in 
his ni=tipraka=s`ika=.  

The local legendary poems of Kerala 
popularly known as Vad/akkan Pa=t/t/ugal that 
has come down in the form of oral traditon 
describes the deeds of warriors indicating the 
practice of Kalarippayattu. 

tamev srhSya< viCm…….  
Va=sis/thi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, Benedictory 
Verse. 

31 l]aXyaya< jgaE äüa rajzaôe mhamit>, 
ni=ti=praka=s`ika=, i.23

a historical account

ii
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Most of the songs in this category are in praise of the members 
of two families in north Kerala namely ‘Puthuram Vidu’ and 
‘Tacholi Manikkottu Vidu’ of which the former belonged to 
Tiyaa and the latter to nayar sub-castes of the hindus. in one of 
the songs on the story of aromal Chevakar it is stated thus:

“our grand uncles of the by gone ages 
had spent their days in martial exploits, 

and since then three hundred  and sixty-eight years 
have passed up till now….”

These ballads of Kerala, which belongs to the 16th century a.D. 
portray a social system which demands every youth to undergo 
martial training.32 

There are descriptions of martial exploits like those by aringoder, 
Chandu, Unniarcha, Taccholi otena Kurup, Katirur Gurukkal, Mathilur 
Gurukkal, Meppayil Taccholi Kunhi otena and others. again, among 
those who revolted against the British rule in 18th-19th centuries are 
well-known warriors trained in Kalarippayattu. The most remembered 
names are Raja of Pazhassi of the Kottayam royal family who openly 
challenged British authority in 1795. The revolt of Velu Tampi is heroic 
and tragic. he was the minister of Travancore and wanted to resist  the 
imperialist power. The combined forces of Tampi and Paliath achan 
(Kochi) stormed the British Residency in 1808.33 

32 Panikkar, Kavalam narayana, Folklore of Kerala, national Book Trust, india, 
1991, p.108.

33 See Kerala of Krishna Chaitanya, national Book Trust, india, 1994.

inspite of situational ‘proclamations’34 regarding ban on the possession 
of arms, the weapon-training in Kalarippayattu was nurtured by 
various Kalari Gurukkals. it is because of their dedication and zeal 
it has survived till date. Some of the Gurukkals who are remembered 
here with reverence and gratitude are Kottakkal Kanaran Gurukkal, 
Tallaserry Kunhanbu Gurukkal, Chemburi Kunhikannan Gurukkal, 
C.V. narayanan nair Gurukkal, Mohammad Unni Gurukkal,  
P.K. Madhava Panicker Gurukkal and others. 

34 “The worshipful, the Chief and Factors, therefore now order that in future no 
Moor appear armed with a sword, musket, lance, knife, or any other weapon….” 
- 9th july 1765.

 “Every inhabitant of whatsoever caste is hereby ordered to deliver up his arms, 
such as muskets and swords on or before the 30th of the present month….” - 
27th april 1801.

 “The inhabitants are in like manner … cautioned against keeping fire-arms in 
their possession…” - 4th august 1801.

 “The manufacture of arms is prohibited and if any strictly (Sic) is detected in 
making or repairing arms in opposition to orders is to be confined and tried for 
his life.” - 30th jan 1802.

 “…. to try by summary process and punish with death all persons who shall be 
found opposing in arms the authority of the British Government, or aiding and 
assisting the cause of the rebels.” - 19th jan 1803.

 For details refer to a Collection of Treatises, Engagements and other papers 
of importance relating to British affairs in Malabar, Edited with notes by            
W. Logan, Second Edition, Madras, 1951. 
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now, moving away from history we 
commence the core subject with a brief 
account of the emergence of various styles 
of Kalarippayattu in Kerala. according to 
the tradition, there existed three styles of 
Kalari   based on the region such as northern, 
Central and Southern, of which the northern 
and Southern styles are very popular. While 
the northern style is believed to have 
originated from Paras`ura=ma, the Southern 
style is traced back to Sage agastya. again, 
in northern Kerala style too, there are two 
main divisions based on the mode, one is 
Ka=luyartippayattu where the use of leg is 
predominant and the other is Kaikuttippayattu 
in which the use of hand is dominant. The 

sub-division like arappukkai also known as  
Tuluna=d/an comes under Ka=luyartippayattu. 
There are further divisions   based on regional 
variations like Vat/t/ayanthirippu, Dron/ampalli 
etc. Vat/t/ayanthiruppu is a combination 
of meivazhakku or physical exercise and 
entertainment. its influence is found in 
regional forms like Paricchakali, Kolkali, 
Ma=rgamkali, Kambukali etc. Dron/ampalli 
is a northern style which was practised in 
South Kerala by the Chembakassery kings. 
The Gurukkal who belonged to Dron/ampalli 
family developed this style. 

Some common features of the northern 
and Southern styles are the vazhi that of 

northern Style Kalarippayattu

iii
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hanuma=n, Ba=li, Bhi=man etc. hanuma=n vazhi is a form that gives 
more importance to speed with technical application. it includes many 
tricks to outwit the opponent. in Ba=li vazhi, as the name suggests, it 
is to divert the opponent’s technical application such that it becomes 
dangerous for the opponent himself. in Bhi=man vazhi, the physical 
strength is predominant. 

Besides these, there are regional styles known as  
Cha=vaka=d/an, Kozhikodan, Kad/athuna=d/an, Valluvana=d/an etc. The 
regional variations are basically due to different life-style, cultural 
background, geographical changes, availability of weapons that brings 
about different movements and variant techniques. also, the Gurukkals 
who followed the tradition contributed to it by way of their experience 
and reasoning. These contributions, over a period of time came to be 
identified as distinct styles. however, the basic core of all the Kalaris 
are common. it includes high jumps, low stances, steady eyes, mental 
strength, quick and efficient movements etc. 

The northern style is popular for its visual treat with various  
combinations of ad/avus and use of different kinds of weapons. 
Particularly the arappukkai  style consists of more technical 
applications. here, we shall deal with the arappukkai form of northern 
Kalari style as i learnt in Kaduthurthy Kalari trained by Vasudevan 
Gurukkal. 
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The word ‘Kalari’ refers to the place of 
practice and ‘payattu’ means practice. Kalari 
is considered as a temple. The construction 
of Kalari is taken up on an auspicious day 
in an ‘appropriate’ place. There are different 
types of Kalari with varied purposes based on 
which the measurement also varies. 

a) ned/ung Kalari or an?ga Kalari is 
52x26 feet. The Kalari is also named 
indicating the measurement. it is 
known as ambatti=rad/i. it is generally 
used for conducting competitions or 
an?gam.

b) Kuzhi Kalari is 42x21 feet, known as 

na=lppatti=rad/i. This is mostly used by 
the martial practitioners for regular 
training and practice.  

c) Kol Kalari or Tarava=t/t/u Kalari is 32x16 
feet, known as Muppatti=rad/i. it is meant 
for the practice of family members of 
the warrior class. 

d) Kurun?g Kalari or Pratis/t/ha= Kalari is 
18x9 feet also known as Padinetti=rad/i. 
This is meant for upa=sana= or dhya=na 
and basic exercise for Gurukkals who 
have handed over the responsibility of 
Kalari training to the next generation 
of sis/yas. 

Kuzhi Kalari

iV
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Kuzhi Kalari used for regular practice mostly by the practitioners of 
the northern Style is in the form of a kuzhi or pit. The location for the 
construction of Kalari is chosen based on the Va=stu S~a=stra. The mud 
is dug out for about four feet below and is used for the four walls. The 
ground of the pit is made of red sand mixed with various herbs which 
itself forms part of treatment of small wounds that one may encounter 
during the practice session. The entrance of the Kalari faces east. To 
the west is placed the Poothara, Gan/apatithara and Guruthara. 

Poothara is a seven-step 
raised platform with a 
lotus-shaped kumbha 
placed in its apex. it 
represents the annamaya 
kos`a or the physical body 
with seven dha=tus, viz., 
rasa, raktam, ma=m?sam, 
medah/, asthih/, majja= and 
s`ukram. The lotus bud 
shaped kumbha at the 
apex is said to represent 
the presence of Bhagavati=. 
it is also likened to the 
heart of an individual, 
where the subtle light of 
consciousness is present. 

Gan/apatithara and Guruthara are the places where one worships 
Gan/apati, remover of all obstacles and the Guru who represents the 
tradition of the lineage of Gurukkals who protected and taught Kalari 
to the next generation. The ot/t/a or tusk shaped wooden stick is placed 
at the  Gan/apatithara, where Gan/apati is invoked symbolically. The 
pa=duka= or the foot-wear placed at Guruthara, symbolises the life of a 
Gurukkal. The Kalari is protected by various other deities referred to 
as Kalari devata=s. Brahma= is invoked in the centre of the Kalari and 
in different directions are invoked the presiding deities of the eight 
directions or the as/t/adikpa=lakas. The Kalari dva=rapa=lakas are believed 
to protect the entrance of the Kalari. 

The Kalari Gurukkal and the students observe certain rituals everyday 
and also during certain occasions. The lamp near the Poothara,  
Gan/apatithara and Guruthara are lit everyday both in the mornings and 
in the evenings. Tulasi leaves and hibiscus are offered in the tharas. 
The Guru and the students worship these three tharas by touching 
the lamp. The obeisance is signified by placing the hand on the head 
and the heart revealing their respect and gratitude. on occasions like  
Durga=s/t/ami, Maha=navami and Vijayadas`ami, special rituals are 
conducted. The weapons are ritualistically worshipped on these days. 
Rituals like Gan/apati homa, Bhagavati= seva= are performed along 
with Kalari pu=ja=. The Kalari paradevata=s are invoked by reciting the 
following mantra. 

vighnes`a cand/ika= vis/n/u vad/akacca thata= guru
ka=li vagastu purus/o saptaite paradevata=
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Tradition gives importance to the ethical 
and moral discipline of a student of 
Kalari. Following the traditional Gurukula 
samprada=ya, the Kalari  training focuses on 
the development of a holistic personality. 
Though the system of Gurukula samprada=ya 
is not followed in its entirety, the niyama 
or disciplines found in the samprada=ya 
are still followed in the Kalari centres.  
 
The moral development is to be observed at 
three levels, viz., 

●	 as	an	individual	person,	

●	 during	the	training	session	and	

●	 as	a	student	of	Kalarippayattu. 

Firstly, as an individual commencing the 
training of Kalari   one is required to commit 
oneself to a high degree of observance of 
brahmacarya  or disciplines of a student 
life. The niyamas or regulations pertain 
to avoidance of unhealthy habits like 
consumption of alcohol, smoking etc. The 
regular activities of a day are also to be 
monitored. The instructions include not 
sleeping during day time and taking complete 
rest during night, avoidance of bad company 
etc. in short, the yamas and niyamas as found 
in the as//t/a=n?gayoga of Patan#jali Mahars/i 
are followed and form the basic foundation 
of personality development for a Kalari 
practitioner. 

Kalari niyama

V
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The Kalari Gurukkals in the tradition also adhere to the disciplines as 
found prescribed in the S~ukrani=ti=. S~ukra=ca=rya enjoins certain general 
rules of morality like giving up of ten kinds of negative practices that 
mars the personal development. it includes avoidance at the physical, 
verbal and mental levels the following - violence, non-stealing, 
indulging in prohibited desires, malignance, harshness, untruthfulness, 
divulgence of secrets, evil design, atheism and perverseness.35 The 
importance of sensory mastery and its relation to the mental discipline 
are well-known and thus it is prescribed that one should neither repress 
the senses nor indulge them excessively in the external or internal world 
of sensory objects since the sense organs are very powerful that they can 
take away the mind from the set goal.36 an alert living is recommended 
which can be achieved by avoiding six vices like (excessive) sleep, 
sluggishness, fear, anger, laziness and procrastination as doubtlessly 
these are obstacles to any kind of activity.37 

Secondly, as a Kalari student one is expected to follow certain rules 
during the training sessions. 

35  ih<saSteyaNywakam pEzuNy< pé;an&tm!, siMÉÚalapVyapadmimWyaÎiGvpyRym!.  
papkmeRit dzxa kay-vakœ-mnsESTyjet!, S~ukrani=ti=, 3.7-8

36 n pIfyeidiNÔyai[ n cEtaNyitlalyet!, #iNÔyai[ àmawIin hriNt àsÉ< mn>.  
S~ukrani=ti=, 3.16

37 ;fœdae;a> pué;e[eh hatVya ÉUitimCDta, inÔa tNÔa Éy< ³aex AalSy< .  
àÉviNt  kayRSyEte n s<zy>, S~ukrani=ti=, 3.56-57

●		 Kalari is to be considered as a Temple

●	 One	should	enter	bare-foot	placing	right	leg	first	into	the	
Kalari 

●		 One	 should	 worship	 the	 Poothara, Gan/apatithara and 
Guruthara. 

●		 Generally,	the	practice	begins	by	touching	the	feet	of	the	
Guru

●		 The	students	should	respect	each	other

●		 Any	 kind	 of	 unnecessary	 discussion,	 use	 of	 abusive	
language, boisterous laughter, and sluggish behavior is to 
be avoided. 

●		 The	 lamp	 is	 to	 be	 lit	 both	 in	 the	 mornings	 and	 in	 the	
evenings every day

●		 Flowers	are	to	be	offered	in	the	Poothara, Gan/apatithara 
and Guruthara

●		 Specific	 rituals	 are	 to	 be	 performed	 during	 auspicious	
days

●		 At	 the	 end	 of	 the	 Kalari session, one should worship 
the Poothara, Gan/apatithara and Guruthara and move 
backwards up to the entrance. 
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Further, the tradition of Kalari prescribes norms for both the trainer and 

the pupil. During practice sessions, while the Guru instructs through 

va=itha=ri  or verbal command, he is supposed to remain in a place with 

hands dropped down and eyes focused in front and the students are 

to follow the instruction carefully. in the weapon training sessions, 

the learners are to maintain eye contact and if a weapon falls, it can 

be taken back only with the permission of the Guru. at times, when 

the weapon falls behind without leaving the focus of vision in front, 

the student is to move backwards and pick up the weapon. at no time, 

should the weapons be wielded either as a challenge or out of hatred. 

Thirdly, as a student of Kalarippayattu, the tradition prescribes certain 
norms like,

●		 Suitable	time	for	practice	of	Kalari is said to be between 
6 to 9 am and or 5 to 8 pm.

●		 There	 is	a	graded	 range	of	practice	sessions	 in	keeping	
with the change of seasons

●		 The	practice	 is	 to	be	continued	for	 five	days	 in	a	week	
followed by two days of light exercise

●		 Prolonged	practice	or	prolonged	rest	are	to	be	avoided	and	
one should develop the quality of ks/ama= or endurance at 
the physical and mental levels. 
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Sus`ruta defines vya=ya=ma or exercise as 
that activity which brings about exertion 
in the body.38 in the context of dinacarya=  
described in as/t/a=n?gahr/daya the healthy 
activities in a day are described, following 
a particular sequence. First is abhyan?ga (oil 
massage and oil bath) followed by vya=yama  
(physical exercise). after the exercise, there 
is a session of  mardana (application of 
pressure) and udvartana (dry massage). The 
tradition of Kalari recognizes the importance 
of practice of dinacarya=. it is said that before 
taking to physical exercise one should apply 
oil everyday which will keep old age and 

38 zrIrayasjnn< kmR Vyayam s<i}tm!,  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 24.38

tiredness away. it also helps in good vision, 
nourishment, longevity, glowing skin, and 
strength.39 if abhyan?ga is not undertaken 
prior to exercise then it may lead to cold or 
indigestion.40 Vya=ya=ma or exercise is done 
after abhyan?ga.41  

Bha=vapraka=s`a describes the importance of 
physical exercise. The author Bha=vamis`ra 

39 A_y¼macreiÚTy< s jraïmvatha,  
†iòàsadpuò(ayu>SvßsuTv®vdaF(Rk«t!.  
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya, Su=trastha=na 2.8

40 vJyaeR=_y¼> k)¢Stk«ts<zuÎ(jI[RiÉ>,  
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya, Su=trastha=na 2.9

41 t½a_y´gaÇE> i³yte #Ty_y¼anNtrmu´m!,  
hema=dri’s Commentary a+yurveda Rasa=yana to  
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya, Su=trastha=na, 2.10

Kalari Vya=ya=ma

Vi
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points to the five basic advantage of exercise. one acquires agility, 
efficiency in action, well-structured physique, mitigation of dos/as, and 
improved digestive capacity. The efficient functioning of the body of 
one who does regular exercise is also described. The body becomes 
tough and strong. one is able to resist all diseases. Even incompatible 
or improperly cooked food gets digested quickly. one is not easily 
fatigued. Exercise is especially beneficial when done in spring and 
winter and in other seasons it is to be done half of one’s capacity.42 

Bha=vamis`ra forbids exercise under certain conditions. one should 
not exercise soon after taking food or after copulation. one who is 
suffering from cough, emaciation etc., should restrict exercise.43 also, 
the consequence of excessive exercise is mentioned. he says, excess 
of exercise gives rise to cough, fever, vomiting, debility, fatigue, thirst, 
consumptive bronchial disease and bleeding diseases.44    

42  kmRsamWy¡ , dae;]yae=i¶v&iÏí VyayamaÊpjayte. 
Vyayam†FgaÇSy VyaixnaRiSt kdacn, ivéÏ< va ivdGx< va Éu´< zIº< ivpCyte. 
ÉviNt zIº< nEtSy dehe iziwltady>, n cEv< shsa==³My jra smixraehit. 
n caiSt s†z< ten ikiÂTSwaELyapk;Rkm!, s sda gu[maxÄe vilna< iõGxÉaeijnam!. 
vsNte zItsmye sutra< s ihtae mt>, ANyda=ip c kÄRVyae blaxeRn ywa blm!. 
Bha=vapraka=s`a, Dinacarya=di Prakaran/a, 47-51

43 Éu´vaNk«tsMÉaeg> kasI ñasI k«z> ]yI, r´pIÄae ]tI zae;I n t< k…yaRTkdacn. 
Bha=vapraka=s`a, Dinacarya=di Prakaran/a, 54

44 AitVyayamt> kasae JvrZDidR> ïm> ¬m>, t&:[a]y> àtmkae r´ipÄ< c jayte. 
Bha=vapraka=s`a, Dinacarya=di Prakaran/a, 55

having done the vya=ya=ma then one should take to mardana says  
as/t/a=ngahr/daya. Mardana or application of pressure is considered 
as a part of vya=ya=ma.45 Then follows udvartana or dry massage 
which pacifies va=ta, dissolves kapha and fat, stabilizes body parts 
and provides brilliance to the skin.46 The importance of consuming 
regulated food is also described. Food nourishes, sustains body and 
promotes life-span, gives strength, brilliance, energy, memory, and 
digestive power.47 This order of dinacarya=  is in practice among many 
of the Kalari practitioners. The most important is the vya=ya=ma, with 
which any Kalari session commences. 

Prior to physical exercise, a Kalari practitioner wears what is called 
as a katccha. it is a piece of cloth of one span width and 24 forearm 
measure in length. it is worn above the loin cloth tightly as a protection 
of the genital organ, the navel region and the tail bone. it is believed 
that pra=n/a s`akti is at the navel region and it needs to be protected. The 
katccha is wound many times around the waist and it helps in acquiring 
perfection in high jumps, leg exercise, the positions such as amarndu, 

45 mdRnivxan< mdRnSy Vyayama¼TvOyapnawRm!,  
hema=dri’s Commentary a+yurveda Rasa=yana to as/t/a=n?gahr/daya, Su=trastha=na, 
2.12

46 %ÖtRn< k)hr< meds> àivlaynm!, iSwrIkr[m¼ana< TvKàsadkr< prm!.  
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya, Su=trastha=na, 2.15

47 Aahar> àI[n> s*ae blk«Îehxark>, AayuStej> smuTsahSm&Tyaejaei¶ivvxRn>.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na 24.68-69
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vad/ivus etc. This cloth is handed over by the Guru on an auspicious 

day following certain rituals. 

The basic exercises of Kalari are given below :

1. Pra=rambha vya=ya=ma 5. Vad/ivukal
2. Ka=llukal 6. Cha=t/t/an?kal
3. Chuvad/ukal 7. Karan/an?kal
4. amarcha 8. ad/avukal

Pra=rambha vya=ya=ma

it is the preparation of the physical body to proceed effectively to 

different stages of Kalari training. Every Kalari session begins with 

certain common exercises as part of warm-up activity of the body. it 

also helps in conditioning and strengthening the body. it is seen as a 

sort of preparedness signaled to the mind for higher stages of learning. 

The basic exercises include,

1. Five breathing exercises

2. Exercise for every limb of the body

3. SomeYoga=sanas and Pra=n/a=ya=ma

Ka=llukal

is the leg exercises that are essential part of Kalari practice. The basic 

position is raising both hands above the head so that muscles of both 

sides get stretched and with eyes focused straight. There are twelve 

different types of exercise for the legs, they are:

1. nerka=l 7. Pagarchaka=l
2. Tirucchika=l 8. agan?ka=l
3. Veedika=l 9. Puran?ka=l
4. Konka=l 10. Perukkaka=l (as/t/akonaka=l)
5. iruttika=l 11. Yettaka=l
6. Virittika=l 12. Veedutiricchirithika=l

of these, the first five are important mandatory leg-exercises. 

Chuvad/ukal

it denotes the position of legs. it is the base for all payattus. There are 

seven divisions:

1. an?ga chuvad/u
2.  Vat/t/a chuvad/u
3.  Kona chuvad/u
4.  neet/t/a chuvad/u
5. a+kkacchuvad/u
6. Cha=t/t/achuvad/u
7. neekka chuvad/u
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amarcha

it is an important position in Kalari practice. The body is completely 
low to the floor. This position of amarcha is helpful in moving forward 
and backward without difficulty during combats. amarchas are found 
included in the vad/ivus. Each amarcha has more than one purpose.

Vad/ivukal

as/t/avad/ivu also referred to as simply vad/ivu is the movement 
formulated inspired by animals and birds. There are eight such  
vad/ivus wherein the name indicates the vad/ivu. They are:

1.  Gaja vad/ivu
2.  Sim?ha vad/ivu or Ma=rja=ra vad/ivu
3.  as`va vad/ivu
4.  Vara=ha vad/ivu

5.  Kukkut/a vad/ivu
6.  Mayu=ra vad/ivu
7.  Sarpa vad/ivu
8.  Matsya vad/ivu

The northern Style adds vad/ivu known as ham?sa vad/ivu,  
karad/ika=lpinacchu vad/ivu, nila, garud/a nila etc.  

Cha=t/t/an?kal

This is considered important for the northern style Kalari. There are 
twelve important cha=t/t/an?kal -

1.  ottad/i pon?gal
2.  Tirun#jicha=t/t/am
3. Valampiri-id/ampiri

nerka=l iruttika=l Kukkut/a vad/ivu
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4. Vazhiva=n?gi kuducchu cha=t/t/am
5. Chaut/t/i kuducchu cha=t/t/am
6. Kundaccha=t/t/am
7. odaramkan/d/u cha=t/t/am
8. ozhavukan/d/u cha=t/t/am
9. Pagiritirun#ju cha=t/t/am
10. Veedu churukki cha=t/t/am
11. Cha=d/ikattal
12. Tad/uttupon?gal

Karan/an?kal

in Kalari, certain important jumps and turns like somersaults are 
termed as karan/as. it is specifically more useful in the session with 
sword. There are six main karan/as called Sim?ha, Matysa, Ma=rja=ra, 
Pas`u, Sarpa and Garud/a. Varied opinions prevail with regard to the 
number and kind of karan/as. 

ad/avukal 

an attack or defence technique includes the combination of nila, 
neekkam and prayogam that is, stance, movement and application 
(attack or defence) which is known as an ad/avu. There are mainly 18 
kinds of ad/avus prescribed. odiram, olavu and Kad/agam are the three 
ad/avus known to be in practice and others remain just as names and the 
knowledge of their application has been lost over time.       

Tirun#jicha=di - Matysa karan/a
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Meitha=ri  is the foundation to develop 
skills that are necessary for advanced 
Kalari training. it is popularly known as  
Meippayattu which aims at giving a dual 
benefit of  defensive mechanism and physical 
strength. Thus, this sequence is referred to as  
mei-ad/akkam or physical discipline. There 
are 12 important sets of sequences. The 
sequences are done individually where the 
fight is with one’s own body to develop 
positive traits like control of the body, 
developing balance, sense of direction, agility, 
speed, alertness, tuning every limb so as to 
achieve the age old Malayalam saying mei 
kan/n/a=guga - i.e., where the body becomes 
the “eye”. Various forms of ad/avus combined 

with defence, attack and physical exercise are 
found in Meippayattu. The sequences are:

1. 1 to 7 - Ka=luyartippayattu
2. 8 to 10 - Tanjappayattu
3. 11 and 12 - Vet/t//umtanjappayattu

in Meippayattu, the first seven sequences are 
considered very important. The other sets 
are generally meant for advance practice. 
in addition to these there are four types 
of Pagarchaka=l and two types of Yettaka=l 
Meippayattu. 

here, the movements are based on the va=itha=ri 
or verbal command. This is unique to the 
northern style. 

Meitha=ri

Vii
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The va=itha=ri in Malayalam is generally familiar only to the students 
of Kalari and is not understood by others. a sequence of Meippayattu 
consists of sets of arappu. an arappu can be defined as one unit with 
types of chuvad/u, vad/ivu, cha=t/t/an?kal, ka=l, terukkal etc. here one gets 
complete mastery in vad/ivu, chuvad/u, nila, karan/a or cha=t/t/an?kal. The 
types of ka=l or leg movements are also used here. The techniques of 
various movements of Meippayattu are meant for self-protection. 

The movements related to salutation of Kalari devata=s is known as 
vandana chuvad/u. it is also known as Poothara Vandanam or Kalari 
Vandanam. Generally a new entrant is directed to worship the Poothara, 
Gan/apatithara and Guruthara simply by touching the lamp and offering 
flowers. however, Kalari training is supposed to commence with 
vandana chuvad/u. This requires a deep understanding of the physical 
body. one should have developed features like flexibility, suppleness, 

ottad/iamarndu cha=d/ikatt//i/ id/atuvechu valattuchautti
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control and balance of the body. This is to an extent achieved after 
undergoing at least four sets of Meippayattu after which vandana 
chuvad/u is taught. it is the invocation of the Kalari devata=s for the 
blessing and protection of oneself and also to refine the thoughts 
enabling one to make a spiritual progress. The movements symbolize the 
worship of the entire cosmos. Standing directed towards the Poothara, 
it begins with touching the floor of the Kalari considered as the feet 
of the devata=, then the leg is raised with a powerful thrust directed 
towards the Poothara indicating an intense desire for a higher journey. 
The position of pandi symbolizes meditation where specific worship 
is offered to Vighnes`vara to remove obstacles in this journey of life. 
The hand is raised to touch the right shoulder, indicating respect to the 
Guru and the left hand is raised to touch the left shoulder indicating the 

Supreme God, the path indicated by the Guru. The individual guided 
by the Guru and devata= then gather the flowers as it were from the 
ground invoking the chakras from mu=la=dha=ra to sahasradha=ra. The 
flowers symbolically offered above the head are visualized as scattered 
pervading the entire cosmic universe. The sequence continues moving 
towards the lighted lamp, marking a journey of a sa=dhaka with a goal to 
reach a higher awareness beginning from the gross state to the subtler 
aspect. it is more an inward journey. The vandana chuvad/u is done in 
accordance with the va=itha=ri.  
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The second part of the Kalari training is 
called Koltha=ri or wooden weapon training. 
The word ‘koltha=ri’ means the practice with 
kol or stick. Generally in practice of koltha=ri 
two people are required. one instructs the 
other through va=itha=ri. normally, the Guru 
does the va=itha=ri who is called the munkol 
and the student who wields according to the 
va=itha=ri is called the pinkol. The va=itha=ri 
or verbal command in Malayalam consists 
of instructions of the methods in which the 
weapon is to be wielded. 

Paruken

here, the sequences are done at random where 
va=itha=ri  is not used. There are no specific rules 

which mean the munkol person can strike 
without indicating the moves and wields the 
stick at any place. The pinkol person is to be 
highly alert and defend accordingly. here, 
the body becomes the ‘eye’ and such practice 
makes one attain perfection. This practice of 
paruken is vital and that alone is purposeful 
in real life and hence it is an important part of 
the training series. 

1) Pandiruja=n or Pandira=n 

it is a wooden stick measuring twelve spans 
as the name pandiruja=n indicates. The stick 
is held in the centre and rotated, and this 
movement is called vad/i veeshal. This is to 

Koltha=ri

Viii
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be done individually after receiving instructions from the Guru. The 
rotation of the stick can be done either remaining in a place or by 
moving in small steps, forward and backward. The purpose of this 
practice is to gain flexibility and strength of the hand. There are ten 
kinds of sequences in pandira=n veeshal. it can be practiced either by 
using one hand, both hands sequentially  and both hands simultaneously. 
Pandira=n is used mostly to strike prime places like the head, forehead, 
chin, rib and leg. 

2) a+ruja=n or Ket/t/uka=rippayattu

The next wooden 
stick introduced is 
the stick that 
measures six spans 
as indicated by the 
name ‘a+ruja=n’. it is  
three inches  thick. 
it is also known as 
Ket/t/uka=ri which 

refers to the position of the stick held as though covering the entire 
body before advancing towards the opponent. The word ‘ket/t//u’ means 
to protect oneself and ‘ka=ri’ is to advance. Generally, canes are used to 
make a=ruja=n sticks. here, certain rules are prescribed regarding the 

position of the body and the stick  since the condition of the body, the 
stance and movements and the use of stick are all interconnected. in 
this stage one learns the importance of nila - stance; chuvad/u - leg 
movements; vad/i - use of stick and prayogam  - application. There are 
twelve sets of sequences of which the first eight are very important. 
Ket/t/uka=rippayattu forms the basic foundation of Koltha=ri training. The 
predominant stances found are vat/t/aka=l (low stance with feet parallel) 
and valin#juninnu (long stance). By regular practice one gains control 
of the movement of stick and the application of strength while attacking. 
Such a practice also helps to develop sharp focus of vision. in the 
beginning, the stick is held horizontally. The distance between the two 
hands is equal to the distance between one’s shoulders or vertically 
from head to abdomen. The training begins ritualistically with  
chuvad/us holding the stick performing salutations to Gan/apati. 
important features of Ket/t/uka=rippayattu are jump and hit, jump with 
block and kick, rotate and block, rotate and discharge of stick from the 
opponent etc. The prime applications found in Ket/t/uka=ri are amaram, 
muna, nerodiram, kad/agam, marukad/agam, od/akku, va=ri, maruva=ri, 
neet/t/u and thallu. 

3) Muccha=n

The third important wooden weapon training is Muccha=n  and as the 
name suggests it is a small stick measuring  three spans in length. it is 
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also known as Kuruvad/i. it has a round shape where the diameter at 
one end is 4 ½ inches tapering to the other end with a diameter of 2 or 
2 ½ inches. 

The broad diameter side is known as amaram and the tapering lower 
part is known as muna. Muccha=n is practiced holding the amaram part. 
The branches of trees like Tamarind, Forest Lime, Guava and Coffee 
are used to make Muccha=n. Even though in early stage of practice one 
may experience pain in the fingers, by constant practice one develops 
firm grip in the hand and also by this time one learns to overcome 
fear from attack. Muccha=n also is commenced ritualistically with 
salutations to Gan/apati. There are twelve sets of sequences where one 
develops accuracy of the eye, speed of the hand and firm stances. The 
sequences here consist of quick changes in steps and advanced defence 
techniques, all performed in a minute. The techniques of Muccha=n are 
generally applied in attack or defence at very close quarters. 

4) ot/t/a= or ot/t/apayattu

in the northern Kalari Style, the most important part of training is  
ot/t/a=. This wooden weapon consists of three curves because of which it 
is also known as Muppiri. The stick is about 18 inches long  excluding 
the handle part or it is to be as long as the breadth of the practitioner’s 
chest. ot/t/a= is unique for its ad/avu techniques, tricky movements and 
strikes aiming at marma points. Thus, in its training and application,  
ot/t/a= stands out as a unique weapon. it consists of very fast movements 
of advance and retreat including special forms of vad/ivus, karan/as, 
jumps, locks, throws which are unique to ot/t/a=. The chuvad/us and  
ad/avus that are found in advance stages of training like Verumkai are 
included in ot/t/a= training. There are 18 sequences of which the most 
important are first, second, fourth and seventh. other sequences are 
learnt by advanced students or those who aspire to become a Gurukkal. 
Before commencing the ot/t/a= training rituals are conducted to worship 
Gan/apati and Kalari Paradevata=s and is begun with salutations.  
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an?gatha=ri is the use of sharp and lethal 
metal weapons. The classification and use of 
weapons are found in works like Dhanurveda, 
agnipura=n/a, Br/hat Sam?hita=, S~ukrani=ti=, and 
ni=tipraka=s`ika=. The Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda 
classifies weapons into four types based on 
the mode of employment and they are known 
as muktam (weapons released from hand), 
amuktam (weapons used without releasing 
from hand), mukta=muktam (weapons released 
but tied to a rope or another instrument that 
is drawn back) and yantramuktam (weapons 
released through a machine).48 ni=tipraka=s`ika= 
agrees with Dhanurveda in the enumeration 
of the first three but identifies the fourth 

48 ctuivRxmayuxm!, mu´mmu´< mu´amu´< yÙmu´< ceit. 
Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, 1.4

class as mantramuktam (weapons aided by 
mantras).49 agnipura=n/a classifies into five 
as yantramuktam, pa=n/imuktam (weapons 
released from the hand), muktasandha=ritam 
(released and drawn back), amuktam and 
ba=huyuddham (bare-hand fight).50 S~ukrani=ti= 
classifies weapons broadly into two as astra 
and s`astra. astra is that which is thrown or 
cast down by means of mantra, machines or 
fire. S~astra is any other weapon like sword, 
dagger, spear etc.51 

49 mu´< cEv ýmu´< c mu´amu´mt> pr<, mÙmu´< c 
cTvair…….ni=tipraka=s`ika, ii.11

50 yÙmu´< pai[mu´< mu´sNxairt< twa, Amu´< ba÷yuÏ< c 
pÂxa tTàkIitRtm!. agnipura=n/a, 249.1-2

51 ASyte i]Pyte yÄu mÙyÙai¶iÉí tt!, Aô< tdNyt> 
zômisk…Ntaidk< c yt!. S~ukrani=ti=, 4.7.190-191

an?gatha=ri

iX
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Dhanurveda lays down the rule for selecting students to whom the 
knowledge of weapon wielding is to be imparted. it says, a Guru can 
impart this knowledge of wielding weapons after testing the disciple 
and should not train one who is greedy, cunning, ungrateful or foolish.52 
The text also instructs the kind of weapon like bow, sword, spear 
and mace for a particular group of people to be trained suitably.53 it 
prohibits the use of weapon against one who is sleeping, in deep sleep, 
intoxicated, undressed, without weapon, a child, a woman, one who 
speaks lowly and one who flees from the battlefield.54 The benefit of 
the knowledge gained from Dhanurvidya= is specifically mentioned 
as protecting the noble ones from the wicked. it is generally meant 
for the protection of the common people.55 it says, if there is one 
well trained warrior in a village, there the enemies will never enter. 
it is like the den of a lion into which no other animals of the forest 
enter.56 

52 AacayeR[ xnudeRy< äaü[ae suprIi]te, luBxe xUteR k«t¹e c mNdbuÏaE n dapyet!.  
Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, 1.7

53 äaü[ay xnudeRy< ofœg< vE ]iÇyay c, vEZyay dapyeTk…Nt< gda< zUÔay dapyet!. 
Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, 1.8

54 suÝ< àsuÝmuNmÄ< ýkCD< zôvijRtm!, bal< iôy< dInvaKy< xavNt< nEv .  
Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, 4.69

55 ÊòdSyucaEraid_y> saxus<r][< xmRt>, àjapaln< xnuveRdSy àyaejnm!.  
Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, 1.5

56 @kae=ip yÇ ngre àisÏ> SyaÏnuxRr>, ttae yaNTyryae ËraNm&ga> is<hg&haidv.  
Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, 1.6

agnipura=n/a provides the secret of winning by following karma yoga, 
the prescribed rules, with mental restraint, and steady eyes.57 Seven 
kinds of war are identified by Dhanurveda and they are fight with 
bow, wheel or disc, spear, sword, knife, mace and dual-combat.58 
according to S~ukrani=ti=, the war is of four kinds, viz., uttama, 
madhyama, adhama and adhama=dhama. The war with weapons aided 
by mantra is said to be uttama, with tubular mechanical weapons 
(na=likam) it is said to be madhyama, war with weapons categorized 
under s`astra is said to be adhama kind and the combat with bare-hand 
is classified as adhama=dhama.59 But in Kalarippayattu, among the 
metal weapons, the sword and shield is considered the predominant 
one and the bare-hand combat without weapons is seen as the most 
advanced and technical part of the martial form. in the sequence 
of an?gatha=ri training, the lethal weapons are graded and gradually 
introduced with advanced techniques in each level. 

The Kalari tradition points out that if one desires to win over 
an enemy then one requires the four-fold quality known as  
catus/pa=danis/t/ha=. They are:

Meikaruttu •	 – discipline at the physical level
Manakaruttu •	 – balance at the mental level

57 kmRyaegiv}an}ae }aTvEv< ivixmacret!, mnsa c]u;a †ò(a yaegiz]uyRm< jyet!. 
agnipura=n/a, 250.19

58 xnuí³< c k…Nt< c ofœg< c ]uirka gda, sÝm< ba÷yuÏ< Syadev< yuÏain sÝxa.  
Va=sis/t/hi=ya Dhanurveda Sam?hita=, 1.9

59 %Äm< maiÙkaôe[ nailkaôe[ mXymm!, zôE> kinó< yuÏNtu ba÷yuÏ< ttae=xmm!. 
S~ukrani=ti=, iV.Vii.334-335
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an?gakaruttu •	 – accuracy of application of techniques
a+yudhakaruttu •	 – the skill in wielding the weapons

of these the first is meikaruttu also known as ul-karuttu that includes 
physical strength, flexibility, speed, stamina. These can be attained 
by constant practice of Meippayattu. The second discipline called 
manakaruttu is obtaining a balanced mind. one should develop 
qualities like courage, mastery of mind, unfaltering faith in Guru and 
Kalari paradevata=s. This is achieved by prescribed meditations. The 
third is an?gakaruttu also known as abhya=sakaruttu,  which refers to 
the disciplines to be maintained during practice. it calls for mastery of 
accuracy to aim with appropriate strength while wielding the weapons. 
This is achieved by constant practice with various kinds of weapons 
as taught. The a=yudhakaruttu is the fourth discipline wherein the 
employment of weapons must be strong and the movements refined. 

1) Kad/a=ra (Dagger)

it is the first metal weapon introduced  as part of an?gatha=ri training. 
The tip of the Kad/a=ra is either straight or with a slight curve. it has an 
extended metal piece that covers the forearm partly. it is also known 
as Marukad/a=ra. Techniques to hit, stab and block are learnt in this 
session. The va=itha=ri of Kad/a=ra does not necessarily correspond to the 
manner in which it is practically done. There are 18 sets of sequences. 
Generally in the last sequence, by the application of a technique the  
kad/a=ra of the opponent is snatched and the opponent is made  
weaponless. The attack after this sequence is generally meant to 
demonstrate the bare-hand technique. however, in the training session, 
the sequence concludes when the opponent is made weaponless. 
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2) Va=l Paricha (Sword and Shield)

it is the most important weapon in Kalari training. ni=tipraka=s`ika= gives 
an account of the origin of sword. Brahma= narrates to Pr/thu the creation 
of sword by him long time ago and he declares that sword is the most 
superior among weapons.60 

During a certain ritual performed for the benefit of the entire world,61 
there emerged from the fire-altar a demon,62 seeing which all the beings, 

60 Aayuxe_yae vr> ofœgStSma‘aeke;u ivïut>, mya s&ò> pura rajn! …… ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.8

61 y}< ýkrv< tÇ svRlaekawRisÏye, ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.12

62 ……. ÉUtmuiTwt< cai¶k…{ft>, ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.13

the sages, devas, gandharvas were frightened.63 Brahma= named this 
valorous being as asi or sword which is to be used for the protection 
of the world.64 With a length of fifty spans and width of four spans, 
this sword was handed over by Brahma= to S~iva.65 Finally it reached 
the hands of Manu, son of Su=rya as an aid to traverse the bridge of 
Dharma.66 a unique description of star, presiding deity, gotra etc. are 
mentioned with reference to the sword.67 ni=tipraka=s`ika= provides eight 
secret names for sword68 indicating the superiority of this weapon as 
held by Vais`ampa=yana. There is also a mention of thirty-two karan/as or 
movements of wielding of the sword.69 The agnipura=n/a too, mentions 

63 tÎ¯:qœva svRÉUtain ……… mhi;RsurgNxvaRnäuv< Éyivþlan!, ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.17-18

64 ………. ÉUtmisnaRmE; vIyRvan!, r][awaRy laekSy ……. ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.18-19

65 pÂazd<guLyuTsexítur<guilivSt&t>, ttSTv&;ÉketaeSs hSte dÄae mya ýis>. 
ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.20-21

66 mnve sUyRpuÇay……  xmRsetumit³aNtan! …… ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.31-32

67 k«iÄkaStSy n]Çmseri¶í devta, raeih[I gaeÇmPySy éÔStSyaixdEvt<,  
ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.35  

68 AseròaE ih namain rhSyain inbaex me, AisivRzsn> ofœgStIú[xmaR Êrasd>,  
ïIgÉaeR ivjyíEv xmRmalStwEv c, ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.36-37

69 ÖaiÇ<zt! kr[ain SyuyaRin ofœgàyaexne,  
icÇzIºpd< tain  ýdzRyt!, æaNtmuÑ+aNtmaivÏmaLput< ivLput< s&t<,  
s<yaNt< smudI[¡ c in¢hà¢haE twa, padavk;RsNxane izraeÉujpiræmaE,  
pazpadivbNxaí ÉUMyuÑ+m[ke twa, gtàTyagta]epa> patnaeTwanke Plut<, 

 saEóv< zaeÉa iSwrTv< †Fmuiòta, ityRgUXvRàcr[e ÖaiÇ<zt! kr[aNyhae,  
ni=tipraka=s`ika=, iii.24-28
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thirty-two types of movements with the sword.70 Vara=hamihira in his 
Br/hat Sam?hita= devotes a chapter (50th) on the characteristics of sword 
or khad/galaks/an/a. he states that a sword of the best type measures fifty 
an?gulas and that of inferior type measures twenty-five an?gulas.71 The 
shape of the sword is described likened to the shape of cow’s tongue, 
blue-lily petal, bamboo-leaf and the karavi=ra leaf is considered to be 
the best swords as well as those that have a pointed and sharp tip.72 
Thereafter the methods to strengthen, sharpen and temper the sword 
are prescribed. it says, an iron weapon treated with a day-old liquid 
mixture made of the burnt powder of plantains mixed with buttermilk 
is then to be sharpened properly and this will not break on stones, nor 
become blunt when struck on other iron instruments.73

in Kalari training session, there are 12 sets of sequences of sword and 
shield. it is also referred to as murai, of which the first five consists 
of important ad/avus. The training includes mastery of block and 

70 æaNtmuÑ+aNtmaivÏmaPlut< ivPlut< s&tm!, s<pat< smudI[¡ c Zyenpatmwak…lm!.  
%ÏƒtmvxUt< c sVy< di][mev c, Anali]tivS)aeqaE kraleNÔmhasoaE. 
ivkarinpataE c ivÉI;[ÉyankaE, sm¢aÏRt&tIya<zpadpadaÏRvairja>. 
àTyalIFmwalIF< vrah< luilt< twa, #it ÖaiÇ<ztae }eyae ofœgcmRivxIr[e.  
agnipura=n/a, 252.1-4

71 A¼‚lztaxRmuÄm ^n> SyaTpÂiv<zit> ofœg>, A¼‚lmanaJ}eyae ….Br/hat Sam?hita=, 50.1

72 gaeijþas<Swanae nIlaeTplv<zpÇs†zí, krvIrzUla¢m{fla¢a> àzSta> Syu>.  
Br/hat Sam?hita=, 50.7

73 ]are kdLya miwten yu´e idnaei;te paiytmays<yt!, sMykœ izt< caZmin nEit É¼< n 
caNylaehe:vip tSy kaE{Q(m!. Br/hat Sam?hita=, 50.26

defence with attack. it is done according to the va=itha=ri. The session 
begins with salutations to Guru both by the munkol and pinkol person. 
Remembrance of Gan/apati prior to the commencement of sword 
session is called Gan/apati an?ga and invoking the presiding deities 
of various weapons is known as Sarasvati= an?ga. The completion of 
training is again concluded with special worship. The important part of 
sword training is the Puliyan?ga and Simhatanja Va=lppayattu. in most 
of the Kalaris there is the practice of Puliyan?ga in which there are more 
jumps. Simhatanja has lower stance (padinju) kind of movements. 

3) Urumi (Spring Sword)

it is a long flexible double-edged sharp sword also known as spring 
sword. The length of the urumi measures from the chin of the 
practitioner to the floor, including the handle. Urumi, normally does 
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not have a handle guard like that of a sword. it is so flexible that it is 
wrapped around the waist like a spring and can be drawn out quickly 
using the hilt, when somone advances suddenly to attack . The attack 
by urumi is defended by a shield. The attack consists mainly of spin 
and hit. Since the weapon is flexible and sharp, it proves dangerous if 
one lacks required practice. While in the sword training one requires 
strength of hand, in urumi one requires skilful application of martial 
techniques. in a situation when one person has to face many opponents, 
urumi is considered the ideal weapon. 

Urumi consists of jump, rotation, forward and backward movements. 

The urumi sequences resemble hand movements like parakkam vet/t/i, 
of the 12th Meippayattu. There are many similarities between sword 
and urumi wielding especially those of rotation and strike. hence, it 
is considered that if one excels in sword wielding then one can master 
urumi with ease. Urumi training does not have any specific va=itha=ri.  

4) Kundam (Spear)

it is a long stick with sharp knife attached. it appears as the last part 
of the an?gatha=ri training course but is felt less necessary in Kalari 
training since its application is minimum, is difficult to handle and 
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also difficult to train. also, the techniques of spear are seen included 
in vad/i like ket/t/uka=rippayattu. The kunda is ten cubits flat and has a 
handle like s`an?kubudhnaka.74 Generally a spear measuring less than 
five forearm length is used. it is made of cane or branches of sandal, 
bamboo etc. The tip is made of hard iron and it is said that soft iron is 
used in the tapering part. The shape of the sharp tip is likened to that 
of pineapple leaf or bamboo leaf. applications like moving forward, 
backward and in different directions are found in kundam practice. 
There is no specific va=itha=ri here and the wielding of spear by a skilled 
person can look more attractive. The sequences are of 5 or 6 which 
consists of locks, throws with mechanism of attack and defence. in the 
northern style of Kalarippayattu, the combination of sword and shield 
against spear is a speciality. This is known as Marapid/icchukundam. in 
this sequence there is va=itha=ri but does not correspond to the practical 
application.

74 dzhStimt> k…Nt> )ala¢> z»‚bu×k>, S~ukrani=ti=, iV.Vii.214
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in Kalarippayattu the most important part is 
the use of empty-hand. The name Verumkai 
means one without any weapon who faces 
an opponent who is either empty-handed 
or carries some weapons. The bare-hand 
technique sequences include both situations 
of attack and defence. The moves for attack 
and defence are complex and can be handled 
only by the advanced student. 

in northern style, Verumkai  is introduced only 
after Koltha=ri and an?gatha=ri. By this time, 
the students are exposed to various weapons, 
considerably fear is removed, and the ability 
to face any situation is acquired. The crucial 
feature of judging a situation is also achieved. 
Thus, weapon training precedes Verumkai 

which helps build confidence. This stage of 
learning demands focused eye and perfect 
chuvad/us obtained in koltha=ri, fearlessness 
acquired in an?gatha=ri and balanced mind 
developed from meippayattu and Yoga 
practice. a certain amount of maturity is to 
be seen in the practitioner at this juncture 
like control over anger, absence of pride 
etc. Earlier, the students were put to test by 
Gurukkal in order to qualify for Verumkai 
training. Some think that because of such 
rigorous regulations many of the secret ad/avus 
are lost. But if it was given to an undeserving 
student who learns and propagates to the 
next generation, this would have been a  
greater loss. 

Verumkai

X
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The training commences on an auspicious day with special rituals. in 
this stage of learning, the student is to take up an oath or satyapratijn#a=. 
Guided by the Guru, the students repeat the pledge. here priority is 
given to speed and accuracy for application of techniques and this is 
achieved by constant practice. 

Use of Verumkai

1) Kaiyum-Kaiyum

it is also known as mus/t/i yuddham or kaiyum meiyum where one faces 

the other without weapons and defends only by using hand and leg. it 

has 12 sub-divisions:
i) Tad/avugal
ii) Upatad/avugal
iii) Ma=t/t/an?gal
iv) Kayat/t/an?gal
v) Vet/t/ugal
vi) id/igal
vii) Chavut/t/ugal
viii) Tat/t/ugal
ix) Pid/igalum Poot/t/ugalum
x) Yerugal
xi) Tad/avilla=kkaigal
xii) Marmakkaigal

i. Tad/avugal 

here blocks are used when an opponent attacks. There are eight 
such blocks. 1. nilayil Tad/a 2. a+yamtalli Tad/a 3. agan?kai Tad/a  
4. Puran?kai Tad/a  5. Kaipinacchu Tad/a    6. Ma=t/t/a Tad/a     
7.  agan?ka=l Tad/a and    8. Puran?ka=l Tad/a. 

ii. Upatad/avugal 

it is also a kind of block and there are eight such blocks. 1. adan?gal 
Tad/a   2. Marma Tad/a   3. akamvet/t/i Tad/a   4. irrukkai Tad/a   5. Varittad/a  

6. amarttitad/a  7. Valathupukkutad/a  and   8. id/attupukkutad/a. 

iii. Ma=t/t/an?gal

This is used when one is unable to judge or defend the opponent’s 

attack. a counter-attack is done which is powerful with turns and twists 

that confuses the defender. There are six main sub-divisions here.  

1. Tat/t/ima=t/t/am    2. Chuvad/uma=t/t/am    3. anjuma=t/t/am    4. niran?gima=t/t/am  

5. Cha=d/ima=t/t/am   6. Urun/d/ama=t/t/am. 

iv. Kayat/t/an?gal 

The approach is to the right or left side or straight with vet/t/u or hit 
and id/i or punch. There are three different tradition of application.  
1. anjukayat/t/am    2. Kettikayat/t/am   3. Terit/t/hukayat/t/am. This 
technique is useful in wielding kada=ra and vad/i. 
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v. Vet/t/ugal

The hand is directed either upward or downward. in vet/t/ugal both 
hands are used. here, 12 marma points are aimed at. The name of the 
vet/t/ugal is based on the consequence caused by the damage of the 
marma points, such as rakktacheetti (gushing of blood), kaitalarpam 
(paralyzing hand) etc. 

vi. id/igal

it refers to punch where 
the fist, elbow, knee, 
head are used. oonal or 
fingers kept straight is 
also used for id/i. Punch 
is employed when one 
faces the opponent and 
the aim is directed  at the 
front part of the opponent. 
The id/i is by the elbow if 

the attack is received from behind and when the opponent is to the 
side, only vet/t/u is used.

vii. Chavut/t/ugal

This refers to the use of feet to hit or push the opponent. The ridge of 
the foot is used excessively in Chavut/t/u. The sole and the ball of the 

foot (area above the sole) are also used to hit and push the opponent. 
The attack is aimed at the navel, stomach, rib, testicle, knees, thighs, 
face and chest. Some techniques are known as 1. Valampiri and  
id/ampiri   2. nerkana  3. Pinchavut/t/u   4. irittichavut/t/u etc.

viii. Tat/t/ugal

Tat/t/u means tapping. This technique includes pulling, pushing and 
throwing. here the opponent’s speed and strength is used against 
himself. The defender achieves this by using the leg to imbalance 
and push the opponent to the floor. This is the most dangerous form 
of Verumkai if skillfully applied. The application of this technique 
is mostly below the knees. Some of the techniques are known as,  
1. Gan/apatikai 2. Valiyagan/apatikai 3. hanuma=nkai 4. Bhi=mankai  
5. Ba=likai etc.

ix. Pid/igalum-Poot/t/ugalum: 

They are two types of locks, producing pain in the body of the 
opponent. Using one hand is pid/i  and  holding the opponent with both 
hands is called poot/t/u. The locks produce pain and makes the opponent 
immobile.

There are many kinds and some that can be easily applied are  
1. Kazhutthupoot/t//i  2. Katrikapoot/t/u 3. Valam poot/t/i id/am poot/t/i  
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4. Chembad/akkam  5. Mannutappi  6. Manamnokki  7.Vairam-marin#ju-
poot/t/u. if more power is applied in such locks, there are chances of 
bone breaking or getting dislocated.

x. Yerugal

it is the technique of approaching the opponent and ‘throwing’. The 
approach is either towards the right or left side of the opponent and 
grasping his shoulder, back or hip and throwing. 

    There are 12 such divisions 
here. 

1. Minnikkai 

2. Valicchuyeru 

3. Chut/t/iveeshiyeru

4. hastachakra 

5. andamalakkam 

6. Valampagiritiruccheru

7. idampagiritiruccheru

8. Valaveeshiyeru

9. Peruntad/aiyeru

10. Kundamcha=t/t/i

11. Kavaniyeru

12. agamvalicchuyeru 

xi. Tad/avilla=kaigal

here, the attack by the opponent is rendered useless with an immediate 
counter-attack which prevents the opponent from applying a defence 
mechanism. 

xii. Marmakkaigal

as the name indicates it is employed at marma  points, which is 
the most dangerous technique in the Kalari course. The teaching is 
combined with not only the way of damaging the marma points but 
also of how to cure the affected one. The technique of marmakkaigal 
is applied using various parts of the hand, leg, elbow, shoulder, head 
and knee. Some of the techniques of application with hand are known 
as vet/t/ikkai, a=n/ikkai, kundakkai, aravakkai, sim?hakkai, mus/t/ikkai,            
chut/t/ikkai, pa=rakkai, vajrakkai etc. These are kept as secrets and are 
taught only to the most eligible students.

The use of small stick for striking the marma points is known as  
kot/t/u vidya=. The technique of using it is taught as part of marmakkaigal. 
This stick is also known as kot/t/ukol or marmavad/i.   it is small in size 
and can be held within the palm. in the hands of a well-trained Kalari 
practitioner, even though small it is known to be the most dangerous 
‘weapon’ in Kalarippayattu. it is not a straight stick but with curves so 
that fingers can grip it firmly  and it measures up to two an?gulam. When 
held in the hand, the portion at the thumb is called amaram. The other 
side is called muna. The stick is not sharp but has rounded edges. it is 
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covered completely by the palm as 
it is only as thick as a finger. it is 
concealed by the thumb and cannot 
be seen by the opponent. 

2) Kambum-Kaiyum 

Bare-hand defence against an 
opponent who advances with a 
vad/i or similar kind of weapon is 
known as kambum-kaiyum. There 
are 12 techniques. 

3) Kattiyum-Talayum 

here a rope or cloth is used 
for defence when an opponent 
attacks with a knife or any other 
weapon. The rope or cloth (tala) 
is used to either defend or dodge 
and move away. a hit from the 
opponent by a knife or stick can 
be blocked by using a cloth. here, 
there is no particular va=itha=ri or  
chuvad/us. Some of the applications 
are Tad/uvutala, ozhuvutala,  
Ket/t/utala, Yerutala etc. 

4) Kattiyum-Kaiyum 

This bare-hand technique is an application against an opponent 
who wields a knife. The techniques such as tad/avu, olavu, pid/igal 
are used. The practice is initially with a blunt knife. There are 8  
tad/avus. 1. odiramtad/a 2. olavutad/a 3. Va=ritad/a 4. Maruva=ritad/a  
5. Ezhikkukeet/atad/a 6. araikkikeezhatad/a 7. nerodiram   
8.   od/akkuneet/t//i.

Dodging or methods of avoiding strikes from  
the knife are 1. Pinma=t/t/am 2. Teruttuma=t/t/i ozhijn#u 3. nilayayil-
amarndu-ozhijn#u  4. Tat/t/iozhijn#u.  

Techniques of grabbing the knife from the opponent are 
1. Kattikai 2. Kavarankayit/t/i 3. Kazhuttuket/t/i 4. Kallanket/t/i 
5. ad/iva=ri  6. Pinva=ri 7. Minigatiruppu 8. Pud/appalaki  
9. Kaipid/icchu-gan/apati-tat/t/u   10. a+nairutti etc. 
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Meditation is prescribed for a student of 
Kalari who has undertaken the practice of 
this martial form for a length of time. The 
emphasis on physical discipline is balanced 
by an equal emphasis on mental discipline. 
Physical discipline alone does not suffice. a 
disciplined mind is equally required to face 
any situation with power. The Gurukkals of 
Kalari are often inspired by the Bhagavad 
Gi=ta= (especially the sixth chapter) and stressed 

upon the importance of mental health. The 
complementary nature of physical strength 
and mental balance was well recognized 
in the Kalaris. Each Kalari adopted its 
own method of upa=sana= which is practiced 
under the guidance of the Guru. Some of 
the upa=sana=s commonly undertaken for 
practice are is/t/adevata= dhya=na, japa dhya=na,  
pra=n/a=ya=ma sahita dhya=na, vi=ramudra=  
dhya=na etc. 

Upa=sana=

Xi
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Marma is the vital points in the human body.
Study of marma points is the most advanced 
stage of Kalari training course. The most 
eligible student alone can enter into this 
stage. The marma points are taught through 
diagrams initially. Sketches of the human 
body with the marma positions marked and 
numbered are introduced at the first stage. The 
names of the marmas are given in Sanskrit 
and Malayalam. 

The tradition of Kalari owes the origin of 
marma study and the method of curing 
to Sus`ruta Sam?hita= and Va=gbhat/t/a’s  
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya further traced back to Caraka 
Sam?hita=. 

in Caraka Sam?hita= we find the mention of 
107 marmas, the most important being those 
in the basti (abdomen), hr/daya (heart) and 
s`iras (head).75 Caraka points out the position 
of the marmas broadly dividing the physical 
body as skandha and s`a=kha=, he then shows 
the inter-connectedness of all the marmas.76  
The s`a=kha= literally meaning a branch 
includes both arms and thighs consisting 
75 sÝaeÄr< mmRzt< yÊ´< zrIrs<Oyamixk«Ty te_y>,  

mmaRi[ biSt< ùdy< izrí àxanÉUtain vdiNt tJ}a>.  
Caraka Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na 26.3

76 sÝaeÄr< mmRztmiSmÁDrIre SkNxzaoasmaiïtm! 
Ai¶vez te;amNytmpIfaya< smixkapIfa Évit 
cetnainbNxvEze:yat!, tÇ zaoaiïte_yae mmR_y> 
SkNxaiïtain grIya<is zaoana< tdaiïtTvat! 
SkNxaiïte_yae=ip ùÓiStizra<is tNmUlTvaCDrIrSy. 
Caraka Sam?hita=, Siddhistha=na 9.3

Marma Vidya=

Xii
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of forty four marmas and the skandha is the trunk of the body that 
includes  hr/daya, basti, s`iras  consisting of the remaining sixty three 
marmas.77 Caraka quotes an earlier idea of the presence of pra=n/a in 
hr/daya, basti and s`iras (the predominant position of the marmas) 
and hence one should make effort always to protect these regions.78 

Marmas number
Muscular (ma=m?sa-marma) 11
Vascular (sira=-marma) 41
Ligamental (sna=yu-marma) 27
Bone-related (asthi-marma) 08
joint-related (sandhi-marma) 20
Total Marmas 107

in Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, the sixth chapter under S~a=ri=rastha=na section 
is devoted to identification of marma points, their vitality and the 
consequences of damaged marmas. 

The Kalari  tradition acknowledges the identification of marmas as 
found in Sus`ruta Sam?hita=. accordingly, it is said that there are 107 
marma points and they are divided broadly into five categories 

77 zaoazBden ceh zaoev zaoeit k«Tva ba÷Öy<  caeCyte….. 
tÇ zaoaiïtain ctuíTvair<zNmmaRi[ ze;< SkNxaiïtm!, Cakrapa=n/i Datta’s 
Commentary a+yurveda Di=pika= to Caraka Sam?hita=, Siddhistha=na 9.3

78 ÉviNt caÇ ðaeka> - ùdye mUi×R bStaE c n&[a< àa[a> àitióta, tSmaÄe;a< sda yÆ< k…vIRt 
pirpalne. Caraka Sam?hita=, Siddhistha=na (9).

as marmas of the muscular, vascular, ligament, bone and joints.79  
Sus`ruta then points out the number of marmas under each of these 
categories.80 

Sus`ruta highlights the importance of marma by identifying four types 
of blood vessels (sira=) that are generally situated in the marmas that 
maintain the body by nourishing the ligaments, bones, muscles and 
joints.81 The vitality of the marmas is indicated when Sus`ruta says that 
even when a person is mutilated and heavily damaged physically, if 
the marmas are not damaged the person survives.82 Sus`ruta observes 
that when the marmas are injured one does not survive because the 
marmas are those points in the physical body in which reside the vital 
life principles.83 

79 sÝaeÄr< mmRztm!, tain mmaRi[ pÂkain ÉviNt t*wa - ma<smmaRi[ isrammaRi[ 
õayummaRi[ AiSwmmaRi[ siNxmmaRi[ ceit, Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, S~a=ri=rastha=na 6.3.

80 tÇEkadz ma<smmaRi[ @kcTvair<zt! isrammaRi[ sÝiv<zit> õayummaRi[ AòaviSwmmaRi[ 
iv<zit> siNxmmaRi[ ceit, tdett! sÝaeÄr< mmRztm!. Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, S~a=ri=rastha=na 
6.4.

81 ctuivRxa yaStu isra> zrIre àaye[ ta mmRsu siÚivòa>, 
õaYviSwma<sain twEv sNxIn! sNtPyR deh< àityapyiNt.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, S~a=ri=rastha=na 6.18.

82 s<iÉÚjjRirtkaeóizr>kpala jIviNt zôinhtEí zrIrdezE>, 
iDÚEí siKwÉujpadkrErze;EyeR;a< n mmRsu k«ta ivivxa> àhara>.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, S~a=ri=rastha=na 6.34.

83 saemmaétteja<is rj>sÅvrja<is c, mmRsu àayz> pu<sa< ÉUtaTma cavitóte.  
mmRSviÉhtaStSmaÚ jIviNt zrIir[>, Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, S~a=ri=rastha=na 6.35-36.
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Va=gbhat/t/a following the tradition of Sus`ruta takes up the discussion 
of marmas in the fourth chapter titled Marmavibha=ga of S~a=ri=rastha=na 
section in his as/t/a=n?gahr/daya. in the Sanskrit commentary to  
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya, titled ‘Sarva=n?gasundara’ by arun/adatta the word 
marma is derived etymologically as that place when affected (severely) 
causes death.84 Some of the names of marmas as found described in  
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya are ks/ipra, ku=rcas`ira, gulpha, indrabasti, ja=nu, a=n/i=, urvi=, 
lohita=ks/a, vit/apa, guda etc. 

The northern Kalari tradition follows the marma based on Sus`ruta and 
Va=gbhat/t/a. however, the names of the marmas are given in Malayalam 
like chumayan, kazhuttukochi, kirikod/am etc. The names of marmas in 
Malayalam indicate the consequence of the damaged marmas. Further, 
the tradition of Kalari has evolved its own independent treatise over a 
period of time formulated by the experience of Kalari Gurukkals.  

The Kalari tradition identifies 64 marma points called abhya=sa marma, 
of which 32 points can be aimed at during a combat and other 32 points 
can be aimed at when the opponent is immobilized and these points 
are aimed at unexpectedly. again, 12 points aimed at by vad/i or katti 
results in death and other 6 points aimed at by hand leads to immediate 
death. 

84 ièyte=iSmÚ¼ %pht #it mmR, arun/adatta’s Commentary Sarva=n?gasundara to   
as/t/a=n?gahr/daya, S~a=ri=rastha=na, 4. introduction. 

The student learns to identify the 64 marma points. The method 
of teaching the exact location of the marma points in earlier days 
was different. The student smeared the black soot from the lamp  
(nilavelakku kari) on the palms and knuckles. a mock dual combat 
is arranged and the student has to attack the marma points of the  
opponent. The points touched by the student with the soot on the 
opponent’s body help the Guru to teach the student in identifying the 
exact points. however, in today’s teaching, the method is to simply 
touch gently the points in one’s own body and identify the marmas 
followed by the learning through sketches and charts. The student 
also learns the consequences of damaged marmas and the first-aid to 
treat the same without the use of medicine. This is called ad/an?gal 
or Marukkai. There are about thirteen ad/an?gal like meltha=ra ad/an?gal, 
koriva=ri ad/an?gal, uyirnila ad/an?gal, pin?gala ad/an?gal, sarva=n?ga ad/an?gal. 

The Marma Vidya= and ad/an?gal are taught only to the most committed 
student and the practice is always conducted in the presence of the 
Guru. Thus the training not only focuses on how to damage the marmas 
and the knowledge of their consequences but also includes the science 
of healing the damaged marmas. This is unique to Kalari tradition. 
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a Kalari Gurukkal is well-known in the 
villages of Kerala as a vaidya or physician. 
The system of preparation of medicine in 
Kalari evolved as a sub-branch of a+yurveda. 
Kalari Marma Chikilsa= or treatment focuses 
on the ailments related to nerves, muscles, 
bones and marmas. in ancient times, a 
warrior also had to be a physician with the 
knowledge of treatment. During the martial 
practice sessions too, one may suffer minor 
injuries or wounds. Thus, the Kalari martial 
form developed its method of preparation of 
medicine and  evolved ways to avoid fatigue, 
lethargy etc. There are also methods to prevent 
diseases. a wholistic system of uzhichil or oil 
massage became an integral part of Kalari 

tradition. This system of uzhichil induces 
blood circulation, energises glands, activates 
pra=n/a etc. and on the whole the biological 
function is vitalized and it refreshes the 
mind. There are three kinds of uzhichil also 
known as Thirummu that are done by using 
oil prepared from special herbs. 

Katcha Thirummu - is administered for 
developing flexibility and suppleness of 
the physical body. This is done prior to the 
training session. 

Raksha Thirummu - it is purely for treatment 
and deals with problems related to nerves, 
muscles, bones etc. 

Kalari Marma Chikilsa=

Xiii
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Sukha Thirummu - is basically for physical rejuvenation and helps to 
develop the immune system. This keeps diseases at bay.

Sus`ruta describes the 
importance of uzhichil 
with oil as a measure to 
prevent disease. in 
Cikitsa=stha=na, the 
benefits of uzhichil are 
mentioned. Uzhichil 
with oil softens the 
body, balances kapha 
and va=ta, nourishes 
dha=tus, cleanses the 
body, improves the skin  
and  gives strength.85 oil 
bath removes fatigue, 
pacifies va=ta, unites 
dislocated joints, 

alleviates pain of injury, burn and trauma. as sprouts grow in tree on 
irrigating its root with water, dha=tus are promoted by oil bath.86 Uzhichil 

85 A_y¼ae madRvkr> k)vatinraexn>, xatUna< puiòjnnae m&jav[Rblàd>.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 24.30

86 sek> ïm¹ae=inlùÑ¶siNxàsaxk>,  éjaph>,  
jlis´Sy vxRNte ywa mUle=»‚raStrae>, twa xatuivv&iÏihR õehis´Sy jayte.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 24.31-32

of the feet brings sleep, is pleasing and wholesome for eyes, removes 
fatigue and numbness, softens skin (sole) of the feet.87 

a specially prepared ghr/ta or ghee infused with herbs is used for 
uzhichil of the face. it removes advanced freckles, bluishness and 
boils in face and makes it lotus-like, free from wrinkles and becomes 
charming. 88 This ghr/ta is the chief among the remedies for certain skin 
diseases and cracks in feet.89 

Sus`ruta also lays down certain rules to be adhered to in administering 
uzhichil. The factors like constitution, suitability, season, place, dos/a, 
and disease are to be considered prior to uzhichil.90 Uzhichil should not 
be applied to one with acute fever, indigestion, after purgation etc. 

if wrongly applied, it increases the severity of the disease which may 
then become incurable or it produces diseases reducing the digestive 

87 inÔakrae dehsuoí]u:y> æmsuiÝnut!, pad-Tvkœœ-m&ÊkarI c pada_y¼> sda iht>.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 24.70-71

88 v±a_y¼e sipRé´< àxanm!.  
hNyadœ Vy¼< nIilka< caitv&Ïa< v±e jata> S)aeiqkaíaip kaiít!. 
pÒakr< invRlIk< c v±< k…yaRdett! pIng{f< mnae}am!.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 25.40-41

89 k…ó¹< vE sipRrett! àxan< ye;a< pade siNt vE;aidkaí.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 25.42

90 tÇ àk«itsaTMytuRdezdae;ivkarivt!, tEl<  va mitman! yuÁJyad_y¼sekyae>.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 24.34
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power etc. it should not be applied when a person is afflicted by 
diseases caused due to saturation.91 

in the system of Kalari, there are three ways of administering uzhichil. 
The first method is by using the hand known as kai-thirummu 
or sam?va=hanam; the second method is by using feet known as  
chaut/t/i-thirummu or utsa=danam and the third method is administered 
by two people known as suparidhara-kriya=. 

another important feature is called Svedakriya= or Kizhi. it is the 
application of poultice to the affected areas with a cloth that is well 
tied with herbal powders which is dipped into the hot medicated oil. 
There are different kinds of kizhi like marma kizhi, navara kizhi,  
ela kizhi etc. The Kalari uzhichil is meant as a tool for both prevention 
and cure. The benefits of svedakriya= are said to bring about brilliance, 
softness, healthy skin, removes tiredness and over-sleep, rectifies 
dislocated joints.92

a committed Kalari practitioner who propitiates the Kalari devata=s and 
practices upa=sana= regularly is believed to develop adr/s/ta or unseen 

91 kevl< samdae;e;u n kwÂn yaejyet!, té[JvyRjI[IR c na_y´VyaE kwÂn. 
twa ivir´ae vaNtí inêFae yí manv>, pUvRyae> k«CÀta VyaxersaXyTvmwaip va. 
ze;a[a< tdh àae´a Ai¶maN*adyae> gda>, sNtpR[smuTwana< raega[a< nEv karyet!.  
Sus`ruta Sam?hita=, Cikitsa=stha=na, 24.35-37

92 A¶edIRiÝ< madRv< TvKàsad< É´ïÏa< ïaetsa inmRlTvm!, k…yaRTSvedSStNÔainÔe c hNyat! 
sNxI—StBxa<íeòyedazuyu´>. Vi=rasim?ha=valokana, Sveda=dhika=ra, 5

positive qualities. Such a one with an intention to cure invokes the 
presence of God chanting the mantra93 is said to be more effective and 
the common people revere such a Kalari Gurukkal. Thus, a transition, 
as it were, is seen from a teacher of martial art to a master to cure. 
only on attainment of this quality of curing, is he recognized as a 
Gurukkal.

93 Ay< me hStae Égvany< me ÉgvÄr>, Ay< me ivñÉe;jae=y‡ izvaiÉmzRn>,  
S~ri= Rudrapras`na, Concluding part.
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1. ad/avu - a combination of stance, movement and 
application. 

2.  amarcha - low-stance
3.  an?gatha=ri - session on metal weapons
4.  arappu - a set of movements
5.  Gurukkal - the title conferred on one who completes the 

Kalari martial training and Kalari Chikilsa= 
6.  Karan/a - different kinds of jumps
7.  Karuttu -  power or strength
8.  Kizhi -  herbal powder or leaf tied in a cloth
9.  Kol - wooden stick or sometimes refers to a 

measurement

10.  Koltha=ri -  session on wooden weapons
11.  Marma -  vital points of the body
12.  Meitha=ri -  set of body sequence also known as 

Meippayattu
13.  Murai -  set of sequence mainly in an?gatha=ri
14.  Pandi -  a sitting posture 
15.  Paradevata= - presiding deities of Kalari 
16.  Thara -  ground or floor
17.  Uzhichil -  treatment massage
18.  Vad/ivu -  mainly refers to particular animal posture
19.  Va=itha=ri -  verbal command
20.  Vazhi -  a particular style 

glossary 
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